
ALL Skin Med Treatments - Aftercare

ALLSKIN MED Energising Skin Treatments
Supercharge the skin using a combination of intensive technologies and 
effective ingredients including high potency Vitamin C and A. Designed to 
smooth, brighten & lighten the complexion and leave the skin glowing with 
radiance and energy.

Choose from three treatments:
The Vitamin Energiser:
The most intensive ALLSKIN MED energising skin treatment. Indulge 
yourself and your skin with the optimum combination of exfoliation, 
intensive Vitamin C infused into the skin with epidermal micro-needling, 
followed by an activating Vitamin A Rejuvenating Treatment Mask and 
stimulating lifting and sculpting skin movements. You’ll leave with a 
beautifully smooth, luminous complexion – perfect for a special treat or 
regular monthly skin boosters. No downtime, just great results.
Upgrade your treatment by adding rejuvenating light therapy to maximise 
results and leave you even more radiant.
The Vitamin Energiser + LED
The Vitamin Energiser

The Vitamin Reboot:
Reboot your skin with the high intensity ALLSKIN MED Vitamin C serum 



following a dual action skin polish and an energising and brightening light 
therapy treatment to rejuvenate and revive your skin and give it a healthy, 
luminous glow.

The Vitamin Refresh:
Smooth and brighten the skin with an AHA mini-peel followed by an 
activating ALLSKIN MED Vitamin A Treatment Mask, which is then worked 
into the skin using a choice of lifting or lymphatic skin movements leaving 
the skin fresh and bright.
 
ALLSKIN MED Restorative Skin Treatments
Strengthen, restore and revive the skin at a dermal level, rebuilding 
collagen and awakening cells to reinforce the skins structure. Designed to 
firm, smooth and rebuild the skin leaving it feeling luxuriously soft, 
hydrated and revived.
Choose from three treatments:

The Dermal Rescue:
Infuse your skin with powerful growth factors to awaken your natural 
regenerative processes, rebuilding collagen and strengthening the 
foundation of your skin. Following dual action exfoliation, epidermal micro-
needling is performed to activate the skins healing response and maximise 
penetration of the potent growth factor serum.  A Repairing Treatment 
Mask is then applied before using a choice of stimulating lifting and 
sculpting or lymphatic skin movements. You’ll leave feeling utterly relaxed 
with firmer, smoother skin – perfect for a regular monthly skin booster to 
keep your skin healthy and strong. No downtime, just great results.

The Dermal Recovery:
Recharge your skins energy. The Dermal recovery combines dual action 
exfoliation with a high potency growth factor serum to awaken skin cells, 
followed by rejuvenating and repairing light therapy to restore your skin 
and give it a healthy glow.

The Dermal Refresh: 
Refresh your skin with an AHA mini peel, followed by application of the 
ALLSKIN ME DRepairing Treatment Mask and a choice of lymphatic or 
lifting skin movements to increase penetration, leaving your skin fresh and 
reinvigorated.


